
System integrators and machine builders can use the Xware707T IIoT Edge Controller and Gateway to connect to 
over 200 different fieldbus protocols and interface with operating technology and industrial machinery by using the 
EXOR JMobile software. Together with AWS IoT Greengrass, the gateway provides a complete intelligent field 
gateway solution with connection to AWS IoT Core. This dramatically reduces time for deployment with limited 
interruption to production. The solution also provides an easy to use control application in the cloud or edge.

Reduced time to deployment
With the easy to use configuration 
tool it is possible to connect a 
machine in 10 minutes.

Scale easily
Plug in modules for system 
expansion, interfacing to sensors for 
temperature, pressure, vibration, etc.

Native Integration with AWS
Integration with AWS IoT Greengrass 
opens up scalability and performance 
by moving the device control to the 
cloud using AWS tools.

Improve Security
eXware707T provides separation 
between IT/OT network through built 
in firewall features.

Benefits are as follows but not limited to:
The software and hardware architecture of the eXware707T easily collects, process and transforms 
manufacturing equipment data.

The cost of equipment maintenance not only includes the loss of production but also overhead costs. 
Unplanned equipment downtime is a top challenge manufacturers attempt to solve to improve machine 
performance. To do this, manufacturers need to set up effective monitoring and management of 
equipment with legacy infrastructure and operational technology. This means translating multiple fieldbus 
protocols including PROFINET, EtherCAT, Ethernet/IP, Modbus TCP, and POWERLINK. The next step is 
taking the data from the edge into the cloud for time-series analysis to detect anomalies and share results 
back to maintenance technicians.
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Features

eXware 707T on AWS
The eXware 707T gateway contains an uS05 microSOM low-power platform based on the Intel Cyclone V FPGA 
System on a Chip. The gateway supports several types of interfaces along with four Ethernet ports, expansion 
ports and a Time Sensitive Network (TSN) switch  in industrial housing. It can be deployed as a standalone field 
gateway in an industrial environment and AWS IoT Greengrass qualified device. 

Get started with EXOR International SpA solutions
Visit eXware707T IIoT Edge Controller and Gateway in AWS Partner Device Catalog to purchase today. 

Case Study: Automatic bar feeder machine builder
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200+ brownfield PLCs protocols 
The host processor is used for fieldbus protocol processing using EXOR’s JMobile
software, which supports 200+ fieldbus protocols, to connect industrial endpoints to 
the cloud. 

OPCUA over TSN Switch
TSN enables deterministic latency in local area network communication. With TSN, 
the edge device can cooperate with other devices on the network to perform real-
time tasks. For example, an Industrial Programmable Computer (IPC) can be used to 
synchronize multiple robot arms on a TSN, ensuring timely delivery of control 
messages from the IPC to the robot arms.

New business models
A machine builder wanted to create 
new maintenance services with 
monthly or yearly fees without 
customers needing changing 
machine infrastructure, such as 
those based on Siemens PLCs. The 
solution had to work also on 
thousands of machine already 
installed and sold around the world 
to improve sales and support.

Connect, collect, analyze and act
The Exor eXware707T gateway running 
AWS IoT Greengrass used Siemens 
Standard protocol to implement remote 
control monitoring functionality. 
Connecting directly to the customer’s 
AWS account via AWS IoT Core, 
machines globally were monitored and 
improved machine production 
performance by 30%.

Increase sales by 30%
Machine builder increased sales 
revenue by 30%  by creating two 
new service tiers, standard and 
advanced maintenance. Using the 
geographic localization they were 
also able to map worldwide all 
machine locations and 
concentration to reorganize sales 
and support for customers. 
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https://devices.amazonaws.com/detail/a3G0h00000775vsEAA/eXware707T-IIoT-Edge-Controller-and-Gateway

